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Andrea Sauchelli, Within, Oil

Andrea Sauchelli was surrounded by art and design as she was growing up. With her
parent’s fondness of both traditional and contemporary styles, corresponding furniture and
artworks decorated and furnished their home. Tables were embellished with various art
books and design magazines, allowing for enjoyment and sparking creativity at all times.
She finds inspiration from artists like Anselm Kiefer and Richard Diebenkorn, but her
greatest influence is her father. Raised around his work with industrial design and spending
time in his design shop, she learned to play and create. Always equipped with a pen in hand,
he leisurely sketched on things anywhere he went, encouraging her to follow in his
footsteps.
She was born in Columbus, Ohio, but received her BFA from Rochester Institute of
Technology in New York. Just in the past four years, Sauchelli has been in many exhibitions
throughout New Jersey and the United States.

Mainly working in oils, Sauchelli
also incorporates pencil and oil
pastel while additionally
experimenting with India ink on
mylar. Drawn to the richness
and intensity of the ink, she
adds it to collaged images that
were previously made out of
various cut up shapes and uses
it or a marker to join it as one
composition. Process and
surprise play a huge role in the
artwork, ultimately guiding the
entire direction of a piece.
The Biologics exhibition consists
of pieces from her Mylar Series
Andrea Sauchelli, Harness, Ink and mylar
and Interior Series.
Inspiration for the Mylar Series stems from the sweetness and kindness of childhood and
the unanticipated darkness that they may face. The Interior Series is influenced by “the
effects of medicine and the environment on the body.”

For more information on Andrea Sauchelli and her artwork, visit:
http://www.andreasauchelli.com/home.html
The Noyes Arts Garage of Stockton University:
www.artsgarageac.com 609.626.3805
The Noyes Museum of Art of Stockton University:
www.noyesmuseum.org 609.626.3420
Check us out on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube
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